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THE IMPACT OF SEWERS ON THE NUTRIENT BUDGET OF LAKE GEORGE, NY 

Donald B. Aulenbach, Nicholas L. C1escer! and Jerry R. Mitchell 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Department of Chemical and 
Environmental Engineering and the Fresh Water Institute, Troy, 
New York 12181. . 

ABSTRACT 

In order to control eutrophication of lakes thl' sources and amounts of the 
principal nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, must be determined. Over the past 
ten years the Rensselaer Fresh Water Institute has been measuring the various 
sources of nutrients to lake George. ~he more populated South Basin of lake 
George is the more impacted portion and may already be in the mesotrophic range. 
Additional development is limited by the present sewer system. In order to re
duce suspected nutrient inputs from septic tanks and allow additional deve1op
ment,·a proposal has been submitted to expand the sewer system and provide 
treatment and disposal out of the basin. Estimates were made of the reduction 
in nutrient inputs of South Lake George from the elimination (If septic tanks by 
the rl'op(lsed sewer system and the increase due to increased velopment and 
subsequent urban runoff. "'Rte results indicated that nitroge,. inputs to South 
lake George would be decreased by about 10%, but phosphorus would be increased 
by 8t which appears to be sufficient to carry the South Lake into the eutrophic 
range. .., 
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INTRCDUCHON 

Beautiful, clear recreational lakes are today rare, indeed., Existing lakes are 
suffering from both natural and anthropogenic eutrophication, and newly created 
impoundments delayed by litigation. Thus the expanding population with greater 
mobility and more leisure time Is faced with fewer opportunities to enjoy such 
lakes. . r.-... 

. . ~ 
The development around lakes in the US has followed two general trends. lakes 
closer to population centers have become sur~unded by summer cottages whlch·over 
the course of years are befng converted to year-round residences. More distant 
lakes were served by rafl tra~portation and were characterized by several large 
hotels and a few large estates~With the coming of the automobile and the build
ing of better highways, more people visited these lakes resulting in replacement 
of the old hotels with numerous motels, and dividing the large estates into 
smaller plots for building individual homes. Here, too, the formerly predominant
ly summer homes are slowly being ~~terfzed for year-round occupancy. Depending 
upon the accessibility of the lake~ny commercial facilities, such as restaur
rants, theaters, and other recreational fac-fl1ties, have also grown up around 
some lakes. 

In general, when d~opment began, there was little impact upon the lake. The 
facilities were used only 2-3 months during the summer. There were few paved 
roads and no need for extensive parking lots. Few had time to fertilize and 
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TABLE 1. Morphometric comparison of South and North Lake George 

South Lake North Lake Total 

Length 22.4 km ll.9 mi 28.6 km 17.8 m; Sl km 32 m; 

Mean Breadth 2.6 kill 1.6 mi 2.0 \(m 1.2 mi 2.3 \(m 1.4 m; 

Max. Breadth 4.0 km 2.4 Ill; 3.2 km 2.0 mi 4.0 km 2.4 mi 

Area 57.6 kri 22.2 mi 2 56.4 km2 21.8 mi 2 11: ki 44 mi 2 

Max. Oepth 58 m 191 ft 53.l m 175 ft 58 m 191 ft 

Mean Depth 15.5 m 50.9 ft 20.5 m 67.3 m; 18 m 59 ft 

Length of Shoreline 76 Icm 47.2 IIi lll.6 \(m 84.5 mil 209.6 km 131 mi 

Volume 1.02 kml 0.24 lIIil 1.08 kml 0.26 mi 3 2.1 \(m3 O.S mil 

Watershed Area 313.2 km2 121.0 mi 2 178.8 \(m2 69.0 mi 2 492 mi 2 190 m; 2 

Watershed Area 370.8 '10m2 143 mi 2 235.2 \(m2 90.6 lIli 2 606 \(m2 234 m; 2 
(including lake) 

. 
. 1 
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Fig. 2. Map of lake George and its drainage basin. 
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Today this Association continues an active program to preserve Lake George. 
In 1936 trey supported a s":I,'age coll!2dion and treatment system for Lake 
Gporge VillagE'. This treatment plant Vias completed in 1939 and has continued 
to provide the equiv~lent of tertiary tn:atment (complete phosphorus removal 
dnd about 5OJ.'-rcitrogen removall [p;ulenbach. 1979b, Aulenbach. Harris and Reach, 
1978] by lne3nS of a conventlonal trickling filter system foll('l"eG by a rapid 
infiltration land arplic~tilln system for tertiary treatment of the upchlorinated 
effluent. In 1965 the colh:ction system was expanded to include parts of the 
surrounding Towr. of Lake George with a consequent increase in the treatment plant 
capaci~1~.p~rt.icular:ly; Jha"dreiLor..!!~-inflltration beds. Pr'esent £10\'/5 reach 
4,700 m Iday (1.251mgd) on peak summer weC1-cnds. 

Thl! V:il1ag(u)f_~Qlton landing also has a sewage collection and treatment system. 
This system, instane<:rTr11~60. also IJses rapid infiltration fOI' tertiary treat
ment. 3Its oeeration. however. includes several variables .. Due to vet .. ; 1.0,1 flows 
(750 m Iday llOO,OOO gpd]) ilnd extreme1y;cold-temp-aratures; the trickiir\g filter 
is notutil hed -in_winter •. and. the .sewage.recei ve>_Qnly.,llr.imary-·sed~ml~nta tion in 
a circ.ularI ImhQf[ tank. pr:iot: .. to.app] ication·ontothe·san(rbeds. Al so. during 
this time. the original sand bed~. constructed USing placed sand. arc used. 
Studies [Fillip. 1979] have shown that these sand beds are not perfer'ming as \~ell 
as those at 1 ake Ciilccge Village.. In 1974 some natural sand was found adjacent 
to the treatment p]ont. Rapid infiltratinn beds were constructed here and have 
been shown [Fi.llip. 1979] to provide nitrogen and phusphcrus removal slmilar to 
the lake George Village Sewage Treatment Plant. Due to the fact that the pipe
line to these beds is partial1y exposed, they are not used for approximately 
three months during the winter. 

Sewage treatment and disposal throughout the remainder of the lake is primarily 
by means of septic tank systems. There are a few problem areas where holding 
;tankswithYIl.dodic.pump-out are usea:--Insome-a-reas-there is very I ittle soil 
cover above the bed rock, dnd in other areas. particularly in the case of the 
older hollieS, the seepage fields are located close to the lake. raising concerns 
over the effectiveness of the systems to provlde adequate treatment and nutrient 
removal. A study conducted by the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (t1YSDEC) (Frick, 1973J 1ndlcated that less than 2% of the septic 
tank systems observed were failing. Although there have been some questions 
concerning this study. the results do indicate that only a few septic tank systems 
exhibit gross failure. . 

WATER QUALITY OF LAKE GEORGE 

Historical studies of the quality of the water 1n Lake George are almost non
existent. Early reports indicated that the water was sparkl1ng and clear. The 
first real study of the lake was conducted In 1920 by a team of eminent limnolo
gists [Needham and co-workers, 1922], but this was a very limited study (Aug. 2-
9), and was concerned primarily with the quality of fishing. One of their con
cl usions was that fishing could be improved if the nutrient level of the lake 
would be Increased. They did conduct some water quality measurements. prl~~rily 
east ofVJe Do~deepest part of the lake (see Fig. 2). . 

Numerous detailed studies were conducte'dIas' part of the International Biological 
Program (lap) from 1969_~hrough 1974~ In general. these studies evaluated the 
quality of the main bOdy of the lake. ~he results did show greater stresses on 
the water quality in the south end of the lake, with improvement of the water 
quality in a northward direction [Aulenbach and Clesceri. 1973. 1977; Clescer; 
and Williams. 1972; Ferris and Clesteri, 1975. 1977: Hetling. 1974; Schoettle 



and Friedman, 1972; Str~ss, 1973]. Ul"ief study iii 1~i8 bastd p.-.marily on' 
chlorophyll a and Secchi disk l1leasurE'l1'.ents also showed this south to north 
trend [Wood and ruhs, 1979]. It is interestin!] to note, hO~/e'ler, that based on 
chlorophyll a data in this most recent report (not the r.onclu~ion of these. 
authors), the water-qua-Hty---i n.-the_reg ion ,of-Oome--Isl and has not clanged 519-
ni fi cantlY, .. Qver-the..past-58...years. 

Despite the relatively good quality of the water in the main part of the lak~, 
there are numerous observations that inc.c~asing algal growths are ."ccur~i~g 1n 
some of the more heavily populated bays . .::"-iThfs may represent local cond1tlons 
where the volume of water for dilution of any added nutrients is insufficient 
and mixing with the main body of the lake is minimal. In addition, one signi
ficant algal bloom did occur in May 1972, shortly after ice-out in the South. 
Lake. The major algae was identified as VolVOX, and the occurrence was attr1-
buted to heavy rains the previous fall and to above average snow-melt runoff 
that spring. No similar condition has been observed since that time. 

In addition to the nutrient content of the lake, there is concern for the sani
tary quality of the water, since the lake is used for the water supply of all 
the communities around the lake and is consumed with no treatment whatever by 
most of the individual residents along the lake. Prior to 1977, samples were 
taken from about 20 locations around the lake and analyzed for total coliform 
organisms. Since samples were secured by boat, most were in the order of 15 m 
(50 ft) from the shore, depending upon the depth of the water. Since then the 
nur.ter of sampling sites has been increased, but the samples are secured from 
the shore. In addition to total coliforms, fecal coliforms and fecal strepto
cocci are also measured. Purportedly these samples are bein9 taken to identify 
local Sources of pollution due to improperly or inadequately treated sanitary 
wastes. They have helped locate several instances of leaking sanitary sewers, 
or sanitary drains inadvertantly connected to a sto~ drain. Whenever such 
occurrences or septic tank failures are discovered. immediate action is taken 
to correct the situation. 

With the availability of the fecal coli and fecel sprep data. some indication of 
the source of the fecal material is available. In h~ns the ratio of fecal coli 
to fecal strep Is greater than 4, whereas in anfmals it is less than 0.]5 
(~ldricht 1969]. ~,alysfs of the available data [Haas, 1979) shows that in the 
preponderence of instances the bacterial contamination is of animal (non-human) 
origin. 

In the case of both the nutrients and the bacteria, the poorest quality water was 
observed at the southernmost part of the lake. This corresponds with the great
est poPtlla.tton,den~ttl and .correlates with phosphorus :population relationships 
fgUl\d_l!h.ILt/ler lij:t,s_lKoenig and Hosch, 1973; Nusch, 1975). It should be pointed 
out thllt~the enUre southern tfp,ofthelake 15 completely sewered; therefore, 
the correlatfon of poorer water 9!!a11tyiS with population density and not with 
the number of septic "finks. "~,,, - " .. ,- • 

PROPOSED CONTROL 

In an effort to centro 1 and/or reduce both t~~ nutrient and the bacterial popula
tion of lake Ceorge, a new sewage collection and treatment system has been pro
posed [Hazen and Sawyer, 1977]. This would involve additional sewers to cover 
the shoreline from Bolton landing on the west to Pilot Knob on the east (see 
Fig. 2).Wfth the aid of 23 pumping stations around the lake, the wastewaters 
would be conveyed to a large central pumping station where they would be pumped 
out of the basin thro'Jgh a force Ina!n to a central treatment plant at Glens falls. 



Here the combined wastewaters would receive conventional secondary treatment by 
activated sludge with final disposal of the treated effluent into the Hudson 
River. 

According to the design engineer, one of the advantages for this proposal was 
the removal of all wastewaters from the Lake George basin, thus eliminating 
any possibility for nutrients or bacteria from the sewage to get back into the 
lake. (This. of course, assumes no leaky sewers or failure of pumping stations.) 
No estimate was made in the report as to the amount of sewage presently contri
buting nutrients or bacteria to the lake; therefore. there Is no evidence of the 
necessity for this action. Furthermore. no evaluation was made of the impact of 
removing this amount of water from the basin~ As a matter of fact, Wood and 
Fuhs (1979) suggest that the present policy of retaining the treated wastewaters 
within the basin may be an important factor in preventing more acid conditions 
in Lake George. Lake George is in the region of lakes suffering a sever~ impact 
(many lakes in the Adirondacks are now so acid they are devoid of fish [Cronan 
and Schofield, 1979) from acid rain, and diversion of the neutralizing waste
waters from the basin may result in the lake's becoming significantly more acidic. 

Another selling point for the new sewer proposal was to allow increased commer
cial development around Lake George. At the present time there can be no addi
tional large commercial development, such as hotels, motels, hOUSing developments 
or shopping centers, in areas which are not presently served by sewers. By ex
tending the sewers. additional development can occur. The new sewer proposal has 
estimated the extent of this development which might be expected; however. it has 
not detennined the i~ct of this development upon the lake. 

Thus. it may be seen that the deSign of the proposed sewer system has not taken 
into consideration the total impact sewers may have upon Lake George. It has not 
determined how much of the nutrient content of the lake originates from the ex
isting septic tanks. nor how IUch will be contributed by future increased urban 
unoff. The remainder of this paper will address these issues. 

NUTRIENT LOADINGS TO SOUTH LAKE 

A previous paper [Aulenbach. 1979a) has addreSSed past. present and future nutrient 
loadings to Lake George. Essentially it showed that the COMPletion of the pro
posed sewer system would result in reducing the total nitrogen loading to the 
lake by 4.9S. but would increase the phosphorus loading by 5.5S. Since phos
phorus is the critical nutrient. this increase is cause for concern. The present 
phosphorus loadings based on both mean depth and mean depth and detention time 
(see Figs. 3 • 4) placed the entire lake in the Oligotrophic zone. but very close 
to mesotrophfc conditions. Thus even a slight increase in the phosphorus input 
could put Lake George into an undesirable condition. 

However. all studies have shOwn that the South lake of Lake George is suffering 
from greater stress than the North lake. Also. the proposed sewer system will 
serve only the South Lake. Thus to determine the greatest impact. an evaluation" 
rust be lllade to show the inpact of the proposed sewer and the concOlIIIIitant 1n
creased development upon South lake George. 

Many sources of inputs to the lake have been measured by various researchers. 
A brief review of these studies is in order to clarifY the final values produced., 
The measurements of precipitation and runoff were made by Colon [1971. 1972). ., 
Seepage measurements from the Lake George Village Sewage Treatment Plant were' 
made by Hajas [1975). The nitrogen and, phosphorus in the wet precipitation and 
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stream runoff were measured by Gibble [1974], and that in the seepage by Hajas 
[1975]. Nitrogen in the urban runoff was measured by Kasper [1976] and phos
phorus by Palladine (1976). The nutrients released by the Bolton landing 
Sewage Treatn~nt Plant were measured by Filip [1979] and adjusted for seasonal 
flow variations by Aulenbach [1979a]. The nutrients in the dry fall were 
measured by Siebecker (1979). The concentra~ions of nitrogen and phosphorus 

'\ in the ground water at lake George have not been n~asured, but have been esti-
~mated on the basis of !ijbblp'S stl!diM-[1974]. No specific measurements of the 

nutrient contributions from septic tanks were made. Instead many factors were 
weighed. frick [1973] showed the distance of individual septic tanks to the 
lake. Gibble (1974) obtained estimates for nitrogen and phosphorus removal with 
distance, but Jones and lee [1977] did some actual measurements of phosphorus 
removal in soil systems, so these newer values were used by Mitchell [1978] in 
calculating phosphorus removals in septic tank systems. The weighted removal 
efficiencies used in these calculations are 35% for nitrogen and 85% for phos
phorus which includes an assumption that as many as 5% of the septic tank/leach 
field systems may be failing. lawn fertilizer estimates were based on a survey 
by Gibble [1974J. 

Nutrient loading budgets were made on the basis of estimated presettlement values, 
present values, and possible future values to indicate anthropogenic influences 
upon the lake. The presettlement budget has all cultural influences removed to 
provide an estimate of all the natural inputs. The present budget is based on 
the best information concernfng conditions as they exist today. The future budget 
reflects the maximum cultural development under present Adirondack Park Agency 
regulations and the development predicted as a result of the construction of the 
warren County Sewer System as currently proposed (Hazen and Sawyer, 1977]. 

The estimated presettlement, present and future nutrient loadings to South Lake 
George are· shown in Tables 2-4, respectively. The presettlement represents . 
natural conditions over which man has little control. Over 90% of the 74,500 
kgNVyr derives from wet atmospheric inputs in the form of precipitation which 
falls directly on the lake and that which falls on the land and ultimately reaches 
the lake as streamrullOff. The 3,400 kgP/yr estillllted to reach the lake is a1-
IIOst equally di vided allOn9 streaM runoff. wet fall and dry fall. 

TASLE 2 • . Estfmated Presettlement Nutrient Loadings to 
t;/ 

South Lake of lake George (Au1enbath, 1.79&; 
Mitchel" 1978; Siebecker, 1979) 

Volume M1t~n Phosehorus 

(km3,yr) 
Cone. (~nl COnc. [oadln1 Sources (ug/L) (kg/yr S (US/t) (kg/yr S 

Runoff Stream 0.122 300 36,600 49.1· 10 1,220 35.9 
Dfrect Precfpitation 
on lake Surface 
Wet Fall 0.052 600 31.200 41.9 20 1,040 30.6 Dry fall 3,750 5.0 1,040 30.6 

Ground Water 0.010 300 3.000 4.0 10 100 2.9 
Total 0.184 74,550 100 3,400 100 

-



The present nutrient loading shown in Table 3 revealS the many anthropogenic 
sources. Wood and Fuhs [1979] even ca 1cu1 ated an input from swirrrners, but the 
value was insignificant. The most noticeable difference is the increase in 
nitrogen input of almost 40,000 kg/yr and the more than doubling of the "natural" 
phosphorus inputs. The major source of nitrogen is still the.~wet preGipitation 
and its subsequent stream·runoff·;·····Septic-·tanks··may·contrlbute in the order of 
6%-of-ttrtT-total·nitroge11-·;nput'. As for pflosphorus, the 1 argest source is now 
dry fall, and urban runoff contributes more than stream runoff or precipitation 
directly on the lake. Less than 5% of the phosphorus loading is attributed to 
septic tank discharges. 

TABLE 3. Estimated Present Nutrient loadings to South lake 
of Lake George (Aulenbach, 1979a; Mitchell, 1978; 
Siebecker, 1979) 

Volume Nitrogen Phosl!horus 

(km3/yr) 
Conc. loadin~ Conc. Loadin~ 

Sources (ug/l) (kg/yr % (ug/l) (kg/yr 

Runoff 
Stream 0.117 300 35,100 30.9 10 1,170 
Seepage* 0.001 4,300 3.8 10 
Urban 0.004 3,500 3.1 1,380 
Bolton landing 0.0002 Variable 1,320 1.2 Variable 26 
Sewage Treat-
ment Plant 

Direct Precipita-
tion on lake Surface 
Wet Fall 0.052 1,000 52,000 45.7 20 1,040 
Dry Fall 6,300 5.5 3,300 

Ground Water 0.010 300 3,000 2.6 10 100 

Sept1 c Tanks 7,100 6.2 330 

lawn Ferttl her 1,100 1.0 110 

Total 0.184 113,720 100 7,466 

* Includes contribution from lake George Village Sewage Treatment Plant. 

% 

15.7 
o. I 

18.5 
0.4 

13.9 
44.2 

1.3 

4.4 

1.5 

100 

The proposed Warr~n County Sewer System will eliminate nearly all septic tank and 
sewage discharges within the South Lake. There may be a few septic tanks remain
ing north of Bolton landing and at some locations fairly distant from the lake. 
The nutrient contributions from these are considered insignificant, and thus 
are not even included in Table 4. With the elimination of nitrogen frem the 
seepage, the Bolton Landing Sewage Treatment Plant and the septic tanks and the 
lessening of the ground water flow, the total estimated future nitrogen loading 
would be reduced by about 12,000 kg/yr or ubout 10%. There would be increased 
inputs due to the expanded urban areas, and it is predicted that more houses would 
result in a greater use of lawn fertilizers. However, the phosphorus, which is 



the limiting nutrient in Lake George, would increase by an estimJtcd 600 kg/yr, 
an 8~ increase. Whereas the dry fall loading would still represent about 40t 
of the phosphorus input, the urban runoff could contribute twice dS much as 
stream "unoff and be a si9nific~nt source of phosphorus to the lake. The In
crease due to urban runoff would be greater than the reduction due to el imina
tion of sewage discharges. 

TABLE 4. Estim,)ted Future Loadings to South lake of lake George 
(Aulenbach, 1979a; Mitchell, 1978; Siebecker, 1979) 

Hi trogen 
Volume tonc. loading Cone. 

Phos~horus 
loading 

Sources (km3/yr) (ug/l) (kg/yr) % (ug/L) (kg/yr) l 

Runoff 
Stream 0.114 300 34,200 33.5 10 1,140 14.2 
Urban 0.007 5,800 5.7 2,300 28.6 

Direct PrecI-
pitation on 
Like Surface 

Wet Fall 0.052 1.000 52,000 51.0 20 1,040 12.9 
Dry Fall 6,300 6.2 3,300 41.0 

Ground WI! tar 0.005 300 1,500 1.5 10 50 0.6 

Lawn Fertfl her 2.200 2.2 220 2.7 

Total 0.178 102.000 100.1 8,050 100 

-.....", : . 
Attention should be called to the Influence of the 5011 svstem In redUCing 
nutrients to the lake. Referrlna to Table 1. It mav be seen that the watershed 
area of the South Lake is about 5.44 ttmes the South Lake surface area. It Is 
assumed that the wet and dry precipitation on the land Is the same as on the 
~ter. Thus, based on presettleDent values the loading to the land and the 
alOOunt removed before the surface and ground water runoff reaches the l.ke were 
calculated as shown In Table S. It ~y be seen that In the order of i9% of . 
the nitrogen and ~ of the phosphorus 1ft the precipitation may be removed by 
the 50il system. As development encroaches opon_ nawral land. the area of 
.natural land decrellSes.re$ult1ng_fn_lower~nut,,1ent Inputs to the lake from run
off as sllownln-Tables 3 & 4. However. the loadlngfr'Oll urban runoff greatly 
exceeds this reduction. -/ 

I {1 



TABLE 5. Nutrient Removal in Precipitation Which Falls on land 

Precipitation on lake surface, kg/yr 
Wet Fall 
Dry Fall 
Total 

Equivalent amount on watershed, kg/yr 

Pmount reaching lake from land, kg/yr 
Runoff 
Ground water 
Total 

Amount- absorbed (difference) kg/yr 

% Removed 

Nitrogen 

31 ,200 
3,750 

34,950 

190,058 

36,600 
3,000 

.39,600 

150,458 

79.2 

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO PHOSPHORUS LOADING 

Phosphorus 

1040 
1040 
2080 

11 ,311 

1,220 
100 

1,320 

9,991 

88.3 

Vollenweider and Dillon (1974] have" shown means of interpreting the trophic 
nature of a lake on the basis of phosphorus loading. The classification of 
South Lake George according to phosphorus loading and mean depth is shown in 
Fig. 3. From this it may be seen that South Lake was originally quite oligo
trophic, but anthropogenic influences have forced it over the boundary into 
the eutrophic range. Any further development, as influenced by the proposed 
Warren County Sewer Systenl would cause even more eutrophic conditions. 

Vollenweider and Dillon (1974] place slightly more reliability on a lake classi
fication also taking into account the lake water retention time. The classifica
tion of South Lake George according to this technique Is shown in Fig. 4. Here 
again, the presettlement quality appears quite good. However, the present load
ing places the South Lake just within the admissible limits, with the additional 
phosphorus loadings allowed by the proposed new sewer carrying the lake over into 
the dangerous zone. Inasmuch as South Lake George has not yet exhibited any 
indications of serious eutrophication, this evaluation seems more representative 
of the conditions in South Lake George. It must also be pointed out that the 
proposed diversion of sewage out of the basin would increase the retention time 
~~n~h~h;~~hi~a~~ef~~u;~Sc~s;i~i~;~ion~hiS' however, wouJd not make a signifi-

DISCUSSION 

The determination of a nutrient budget for a lake is not a precise calculation. 
It involves the use of some measured values, and some reasonable estimates. The 
more measured values included, the better the estimate. The best measured values 
relate directly to the lake being ev1uated. next would be similar lakes or other 
nearby areas. When no local data are available, the literature muSt be searched 
for appropriate values. Even local measured values may not be precise, as there 
may be spatial as well as te;nporal v1Iriati,1!1s in any parameter measured. There 
have been previouS estimated nutri£:!1t bud5;ets for Lake George, some of which con
tained estimates which new appear to be significantly in error. As new data 
become available, these estimates are revised. The estimates presented here 
represent all the data available up to the present time. 
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The,results do show th~ eff:cts of man's activities upon the lake over a long 
per10d of time. This 1S eVldent in the quality of the water as well as the 
nutrient budgets. But this presents a problem. The public surely should be able 
to enjoy the beauty of lake George, but if every person visited there, it would 
no lo~ger b: beautiful. 1I0w to preserve the beauty of lake George and still 
make lt avallable to everyone presents a problem which should be considered now 
After the lake turns eutrophic is too late to start seeking a solution to the • 
problem. 

The results also show that installing the proposed new sewer system will not solve 
the problem. As a matter of fact. it may encourage greater development in the 
basin, and therefore contribute to increasing the problem. The lack of a sewer 
should not be used to replace adequate land use and zoning plans to facilitate 
orderly development. However, at the present time there are insufficient zoning 
plans, and the lack of a sewer Is preventing excessive development around lake 
George. -

\ 

The important thing revealed by the nutrient budgets shown is the source of the 
nutrients. With information relating to sources, steps can be taken to reduce 
inputs from sources which can be controlled. For example, little can be done to 
reduce the quantity of wet and dry fall onto the lake and the basin. Air Pollu
tion controls In distant areas may help reduce the nutrient contents of the 
preCipitation; however, this is not something that can be resolved quickly on a 
local basis. On the other hand, construction of a sewer system to eliminate the 
phosphorus inputs from septic tanks would accomplish very little. An in-depth 
cost-rIsk-benefit study could provide a more definitive answer to this problem. 
looking at the controllable inputs to ~e lake shows that urban runoff Is pres
ently a signiffcant problem. and may become more of a problem in the future. 
Steps should be taken Immediately to develop and adopt a zoning system sensi- . 
the to these problelll$. In addltfon to controlling (not necessarlly stopping) 
de\'elopment, this should include setbacks from the lake, establhhment of a 
green belt around the lake and control (possibly collection and treatment) of 
u~n runoff. Some action to control urban runoff could be taken immediately 
with a little extra cost and effort. However, the people have been led to 
believe that the proposed Warren County Sewer System w111 solve all the problems 
of lake George, and, therefore, they Ire not even thinking about any other fol"1ll 
of nutrient control. Thus a part of the profllCIII is conmunicatlng the proper 
info~tion to the public. 

The results show that the phosphorus loading to the South Lake of lake George is' 
approaching the critical stage. My additIonal loadIng tnaY be sufficient to . 
carry the lake over into tile eutrophic zone, .. king the lake less desirable and 
reducing property values. The installation of the proposed sewage collection 
and treatment system without a concOimltunt plan to control urban runoff could be 
sufficient to carry the South lake into this eutrophic zone. 

s~y AND CONCLUSIONS 

The nutrient budgets presented here relate directly to tile South lake of Lake 
George, the most impacted portion of this lake. The temporal scenarIos indicate 
man's impact upon tile leke, &nd his possible future impact. The results also 
show the sources of the nutrients so that c chofce can be ~~de of how best to 
control tile nutrient inputs to the lake. The larg~st and therefore tile most 
likely source of phosphorus to be controlled is ur~an runoff. A plan should be 
commenced now to control this input. The proposed Warren County Sewer System 
would encourage greater development which would result in e~en greater inputs 
from urban runoff. 



The South Lake of lake George is approaching the critical state in terms of 
eutrophlsm. Immediate steps should be taken to reduce the phosphorus input 
to the lake. Inspection of the sources of phosphorus inputs shows that control 
of urban runoff to the lake would be most effective. 

Lake George is still a beautiful recreational lake. It is-worth preserving it 
as long as possible for future use by many people. Shoult it become eutrophic, 
it would be much less desirable. Therefore, the public should be informed and 
every possible effort made to keep lake George beautiful. 
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